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Energy and Environmental Policy in Japan

YAMAJI, Kenji 1∗

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth

Japan’s energy and environmental policy is presently at a historical turning point. Although the fundamental goals should
be pursued as before to ensure stable energy supply, to sustain the Japanese economy by economical and efficient energy, to
work on measures against global warming, and to achieve the three ”E” s concurrently, debates are ongoing about the degree
of future dependence on nuclear power and targeted measures against anti-global warming for 2020 and thereafter, in order to
devise practical and concrete measures.

The author believes that to achieve the fundamental goals, it is important to maintain the widest possible range of Japan’s
energy and environmental policy options. It is necessary to retain the nuclear power option, further the energy-saving efforts,
actively introduce renewable energy, and use fossil fuels cleanly and stably. Among them, as Japan’s energy and environmental
policy frontiers, it would be important to recognize the options for using CCS.
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CO2 capture technology

HIGASHII, Takayuki1∗

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) is widely recognized as one of promising technologies to mitigate CO2 emissions
from fossil fuel usage to global warming. One of critical issues to implement CCS is a cost of CO2 capture which is estimated to
be about 60% of CCS total costs. Therefore many research organizations and companies have been working on the improvement
of the existing technologies and the development of more efficient capture technologies to reduce the cost. Current capture
technologies will be introduced here.
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CO2 Recovery Technology from Power Plants

TSUJIUCHI, Tatsuya1∗ ; NOBORISATO, Tomoki1 ; ENDO, Takahiko1 ; OISHI, Tsuyoshi1

1Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.

It is now widely agreed that capturing CO2 from flue gases and the subsequent injection into geological formations can signif-
icantly contribute to reducing CO2 emissions, the principal greenhouse gas. As well as having benefits in terms of reducing CO2

emissions into the atmosphere, the deployment of Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) can also allow nations around the world
to continue using important domestic fossil fuels, such as coal, in an economic and environmentally sustainably way. Among
the CCS technology, Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) utilizing anthropogenic CO2 is believed to be an effective use of CO2. For
commercialization of CCS and EOR, scale-up of equipment and energy reduction for CO2 capture and compression are essential
considerations.

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) has developed a high efficiency chemical solvent process to capture CO2 from the
flue gas, the KM CDR Process, in collaboration with Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. Since 1990 MHI has continued R&D
programs of CO2 capture technologies using laboratory research and the CO2 recovery pilot plant at Nanko Power Station. As
a result, the KM CDR process has been applied to eleven (11) commercial CO2 capture plants for natural gas-fired boilers or
heavy oil-fired boilers and all of these plants are now in commercial operations.

MHI has also focused on carbon capture technologies for coal fired power plants since 1999, performing numerous test pro-
grams for plant performance, optimization, and evaluation of flue gas impurities and their impact at the 1 tonne per day pilot test
facility at MHI’s R&D center in Hiroshima, Japan. MHI also completed several test programs capturing CO2 utilizing the 10
tonnes per day slip stream test facility from the flue gas of a commercial 500MW coal fired power plant in Matsushima, Japan
in 2006. Based on these R&D commercial experiences and scale-up studies, Southern Company Services, Inc. and MHI suc-
cessfully started the world’s first full chain anthropogenic carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) project applied to a coal-fired
power plant. The plant, with a CO2 capture capacity of 500 tonnes per day, began operation in June 2011 at Alabama Power
Company’s James M. Barry Electric Generating Plant, and 100,000 tonnes of CO2 has been successfully injected into a geologic
structure, the Citronelle Dome, as part of the Department of Energy (DOE) funded Southeast Regional Carbon Sequestration
Partnership (SECARB) phase-III ”Anthropogenic Test”.

In July 2014, MHI received an order for the world’s largest post-combustion CO2 capture plant (with a CO2 capture capacity
of 4,776 tonnes per day) from an enhanced oil recovery (EOR) project mainly promoted by NRG Energy Inc. and JX Nippon
Oil & Gas Exploration Corporation. Captured CO2 will be utilized for EOR at mature oil fields in the Gulf Coast region in U.S..
The operation will be started in 4th quarter, 2016 and it is expected that oil production will be enhanced from 500 barrels/day
to approx. 15,000 barrels/day. Furthermore, 1.4 million metric tons of greenhouse gas will be used annually or injection into
geological formations.

This presentation will introduce MHI’s CO2 capture technologies and the current activities including the results of the CO2

capture and storage demonstration test.
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Bioelectrochemical Conversion of geologically sequestered Carbon Dioxide into Methane
by using Indigenous Microorganisms

MAEDA, Haruo1∗ ; IKARASHI, Masayuki1 ; FUKUSHIMA, Naoya2 ; KOBAYASHI, Hajimer2 ; SATO, Kozo2

1INPEX Corporation,2The University of Tokyo

[Introduction]
We are proposing a sustainable carbon cycle system which gives a solution not only to mitigate global warming but also to

supply a carbon-neutral energy resource. Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage (CCS) technology, which is currently being de-
veloped around the world, could become a practical countermeasure to reduce emission of the greenhouse gas. As potential CO2

geological storage site in CCS, utilization of depleted oil/gas reservoirs and aquifer has been proposed. The long-term aim of
this research is to establish a biotechnological system to microbiologically convert geologically stored CO2 into methane.

Our recent study revealed that methanogen (methane producing archaea) and exoelectrogen (electron emission bacteria) in-
habiting subsurface reservoir are involved in the recently discovered bio-electrochemical reaction called electromethanogenesis
(CO2 + 8 H++ 8e−→ CH4 + 2H2O). In this reaction, methanogen receives a proton (H+) from reservoir brine and electron from
a solid electrode, as a result, reduces CO2 into methane. Required electricity for the methane conversion can be obtained from
renewable energy sources such as wind or photovoltaic power generations.

In this report, we introduce the latest result based on the experiment that used the microbes collected from actual oil field about
the possibility of utilization of electrochemical hydrogen reduction power as a method to supply hydrogen to methanogen.

[Experiments]
Single-chambered electromethanogenic reactors were used for an evaluation.
The anode and cathode were made of a plain carbon cross of 4cm x10cm.
The reactors were inoculated with formation water anaerobically collected from Yabase oil field, located in Akita, Japan (oil

formation depth: 1,293m - 1,436m, oil formation temperature: 40-82 degrees Celsius). Each reactor headspace was filled with
mixed gases of N2/CO2 (80/20). The reactors were incubated at 55℃ with an applied voltage of 0.75 V.

In addition, methane production rate and conversion efficiency of electricity-to methane were observed changing the applied
voltage level with 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 V.

[Results]
With an applied voltage of 0.75 V, the reactors produced methane at a rate of 386mmol/day m2. The current-methane con-

version efficiency was almost 100%. On the other hand, no significant methane production was detected in the reactors without
applied voltage. Furthermore, the methane production rate increased from 84 mmol/day m2 to 1,103 mmol/day m2, with increas-
ing applied voltage from 0.4 V to 0.8 V. The current-methane conversion efficiency surpasses 90% in all reactors with applied
voltages.

To investigate the mechanism of electromethanogenic reaction, the phylogenetic diversity of the microbes on the cathode was
analyzed by constructing 16S rRNA gene clone library. As for archae, the result shows methanogene closely related to Methan-
othermobacter thermoautotrophicus dominated the consortium. On the other hand, as for bacteria, Therminecola ferriacetica,
one of the exoelectrogen, was the dominant spices. Our research demonstrated for the first time that the possibility of bioelectro-
chemical methane conversion of carbon dioxide by utilizing microbes indigenous to oil field.

Keywords: Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage, electromethanogenesis, methanogen, exoelectrogen, carbon cycle
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Trend in the development of microbial technology in CCUS: a bottleneck in the realiza-
tion of geo-bioreactors

NAKAMURA, Takamichi1∗ ; SATO, Tomoyuki2 ; KAWAMURA, Taro2

1RITE, CO2 storage research group,2Chugai-technos, Tsukuba-bio

Carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) is the primary technological option to reduce CO2 emission into the atmosphere.
Furthermore, carbon capture, utilization, and storage (CCUS) has recently become widely recognized as a CO2 reduction mea-
sure. CO2-enhanced oil recovery (EOR) is profitable owing to oil production and is considered a major CCUS technology. It also
provides economic incentives for CO2 utilization. An ecologically sustainable energy production system using CO2-EOR that
yields additional economic incentives has been proposed. The proposed system uses the microbial conversion of injected CO2

into methane in oil reservoirs1). It is expected that oil reservoirs have applications as geo-bioreactors and can be used as microbial
energy production systems in subsurface environments (Fig.1)2,3). In this process, hydrogen that is required for methanogenesis
supplies by degradation of hydrocarbons via thermophilic fermentative bacteria in oil reservoirs. However,in situ methanogen-
esis after injections of CO2 has also been demonstrated2,4); the thermodynamic process that results in anaerobic hydrogenesis
from hydrocarbons such as hexadecane in oil reservoirs is unlikely to occur5). There is a major problem associated with main-
taining a stable supply of hydrogen for methanogenesis in oil reservoirs. A solution for this issue will be a breakthrough in
geo-bioreactor technology.

To date, feasibility studies of the bioconversion of CO2 to methane in domestic and foreign oil fields based on laboratory
tests have been carried out. 16S rRNA survey of DNA extracted from production water confirmed the existence of ther-
mophilic hydrogenotrophic methanogens such asMethanothermobacterspp., mesophilic hydrogenotrophic methanogens such
asMethanoculleusspp. andMethanofollissp., and thermophilic hydrogen-producing fermentative bacteria such asThermotoga
sp.,Thermoanaerobacterspp.Thermodesulfobacteriumspp., andDesulfotomaculumsp. in oil reservoirs. Laboratory gas pro-
duction tests under high-temperature and high-pressure conditions were performed. UsingMethanothermobactersp.,Thermotoga
sp., orThermoanaerobactersp. as model microbes, methane and hydrogen production under reservoir conditions was observed.

These results demonstrated the potential for microbial conversion of injected CO2 into methane in oil reservoirs, and high-
lighted some difficulties in the realization of geo-bioreactors. The number of microbes in oil reservoirs is low; generally, their
density is less than 104 cells per ml of reservoir brine. In particular, hydrogen-producing fermentative bacteria were not highly
represented in the oil reservoir microbial community. A stable supply of hydrogen would be difficult to achieve using these
microbes. With respect to biomass, few microbes were available to activate microbial reactions. The shortage of microbes in
subsurface environments is one of the bottlenecks in the realization of geo-bioreactors. To remove this bottleneck and establish
geo-bioreactor technology, the development of effective microbial growth controls and environmental improvements suitable for
microbial activity in subsurface environments is essential.

References,
1) Kano et al. 2009. J. Jpn. Petrol. Inst. 52, 297-306.
2) Nakamura et al. 2013. Asia Biohydrogen and Bioenergy 2013. Abstracts, O.S.1-2-3.
3) Nakamura T. 2015. Seibutu-kougaku. 93, in press.
4) Kawaguchi et al. 2010. J. Biosci. Bioeng. 110, 106-108.
5) Dolfing et al. 2008. ISME J. 2, 442-452.
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Influence of carbon capture and storage on the microbial ecosystem in a depleted oil
reservoir

MAYUMI, Daisuke1∗ ; SAKATA, Susumu1 ; MAEDA, Haruo2 ; MIYAGAWA, Yoshihiro2 ; IKARASHI, Masayuki2 ;
TAMAKI, Hideyuki 1 ; TAKEUCHI, Mio1 ; KAMAGATA, Yoichi 1

1National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,2INPEX Corporation

Deep subsurface petroleum reservoirs are candidate sites for carbon capture and storage (CCS). The feasibility of CCS has been
mainly studied from a geological perspective. However, little is known about the effects of CO2 storage on microbes inhabiting
the reservoirs. In this study, we investigated the effects of the elevated CO2 concentration on the methanogenic microbial
community and function in a high-temperature petroleum reservoir by high-pressure incubation experiments mimicking the in
situ reservoir (55℃, 5 MPa) or CO2 storage conditions. The microcosms were constructed using the production water and
crude oil, pressurized with either N2 or N2+CO2 (90:10) at 5 MPa and then incubated at 55℃. Methane production was
observed with the decrease of acetate included in the production water under both high and low CO2 conditions. However, the
stable isotope tracer experiments and molecular biological analyses for both microcosms showed that the major methanogenic
pathway under the in situ reservoir condition was acetate oxidation coupled with hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis, whereas
acetoclastic methanogenesis occurred under the CO2 storage condition. Based on thermodynamic calculations, the change to
acetoclastic methanogenesis by the increase in CO2 partial pressure was energetically more favorable than acetate oxidation.
These results clearly indicated that CO2 storage into a high-temperature petroleum reservoir would cause a drastic change in
the methanogenic pathways. Importantly, the elevated CO2 concentration invokes the faster and more favorable methanogenic
pathway (acetoclastic methanogenesis) for crude oil biodegradation. Our study presents a possibility of CCS for enhanced
microbial production of natural gas in high-temperature petroleum reservoirs.

Keywords: Carbon capture and storage, Depleted oil reservoir, Microbial ecosystems, Methane production
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An attempt of geostatistical modeling for spatial mud content: a case study of the Nagaoka
pilot site, Japan

ITO, Takuma1∗ ; NAKAJIMA, Takahiro1 ; CHIYONOBU, Shun2 ; XUE, Ziqiu1

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth,2Faculty of International Resource Sciences, Akita University

The geological storage of carbon dioxide is considered one of the technologies for mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions.
The storage of CO2 in saline aquifers is the most favorable option. The reservoir characterization such as lithology, petrophysical
properties and geological modeling is important for assessing laterally and vertically reservoir heterogeneity, which affects on
CO2 behavior inside the reservoir rock. It is known that reservoir heterogeneity of lithology has effects on CO2 behavior.
Therefore, detailed reservoir characterization is essential to estimate the CO2 behavior for a long-time scale and storage capacity.
Here we present 1) depositional environments, and 2) lithologic model in terms of mud content using geostatical modeling
technique under the sequence stratigraphic framework as a case study of the Nagaoka pilot site.

The CO2 reservoir is interpreted as deltaic or coastal plain deposits characterized by upward-shallowing successions from shelf
to shoreface environments. It is known that sedimentary facies agrees with mud content in shallow depositional environments
(e.g., Ishihara et al., 2013). At the Nagaoka pilot site, the sediment core analysis indicates that mud content is available for the
classification of the depositional environments; mud content in outer shelf is 62.0 % in average, that in inner shelf is 33.7 % in
average, and that in shoreface is 20.4 %, respectively. This fact implies that spatial mud content distribution can be regarded as a
lihtologic model. The lithologic model estimated by geostatistical modeling technique indicates the heterogeneity of mud content
distribution. This lithologic model is reasonable for explaining the geophysical monitoring results showing the heterogeneity of
CO2 distribution inside the reservoir rock. This result indicates that the lithologic model in terms of mud content is a useful for
prediction and estimation of the injected CO2 distribution.

Keywords: CO2 geological storage, Mud content, Geostatistics, Sedimentology, Nagaoka
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Effects of heterogeneity on the distribution of CO2: Numerical simulation in a CO2
storage reservoir at Nagaoka

NAKAJIMA, Takahiro1∗ ; ITO, Takuma1 ; XUE, Ziqiu1 ; CHIYONOBU, Shun2

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth,2Department of Earth Resource Science, Akita University

This paper discusses heterogeneity of petrophysical properties in the reservoir for geological carbon dioxide (CO2) storage
at Nagaoka pilot site in Japan. Detailed site characterization is critical for successful geological storage of CO2. Not only the
traditional site characterization techniques, but also the injection and monitoring data can be used for the geological modeling
with heterogeneity. In this study, we carried out numerical simulations using reservoir models with heterogeneity, and compared
the results to investigate effects of heterogeneity in the reservoir.

Nagaoka pilot-scale CO2 injection site was used in this study. Nagaoka project was undertaken in order to verify an ability of
CO2 injection into Japanese formation. CO2 was injected into a thin permeable zone at a depth of 1100m, and the total amount
of injected CO2 was 10.4 k-tons. Bottom-hole pressure, time-lapse well loggings and cross-well seismic tomography were con-
ducted as the monitoring of injected CO2.

For the modeling of the reservoir at this site, the method presented by Ito et al. (2015) was used; constructed a profile of the
reservoir using seismic results, and generated horizontal distribution of petropysical properties by applying Random function
Gaussian Simulation. It is worth to note that the feature along N-S direction had reported at this site (Chiyonobu et al., 2013).
The derived models showed that the high porosity and permeability area located in the eastern part of the reservoir.

For the reservoir simulation, hydrological properties for the multiphase flow are also important. We measured capillary pres-
sure function using mercury injection tests. The measurements indicated that the functions in sandy and shaly rocks were
different. For the relative permeability function, we referred the results reported by Ohtake (2013), and approximated to van
Genchten function. We did not assume hysteretic functions in this study.

We made simulation using the reconstructed models and TOUGH2 simulator. For the history matching, bottom-hole pressure
and CO2 saturation data were used. Several absolute permeability models were tested manually in order to find the best match
between the monitoring data and the reservoir simulation. We could find a geological model reasonably matched to the monitor-
ing data. The result of CO2 distribution was also consistent with the observed velocity anomalies by the cross-well tomography.
The numerical results revealed the migration of CO2 plume to up-dip direction. This explained the behavior of CO2 distribution
observed by the wire-line logging very well.

During the history matching, sensitivity analysis of the model was conducted. The results suggested that anisotropy of the
permeability was essential to explain the monitored CO2 behaviors. This anisotropy could be created during the depositional
process of the reservoir. It should be noted that not only the permeability distribution, but the properties depending on facies
were also important to the matching.

This work was supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry of Japan under the research contract ”Development of
Safety Assessment Technology for Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage”.

Keywords: CO2 geological storage, Nagaoka site, multiphase flow, heterogeneity
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Sensitivity Analysis of internal structure and rock properties on Long-term Behavior of
CO2 Injected into Multi Layers

KANO, Yuki1∗ ; ISHIDO, Tsuneo1 ; SORAI, Masao1

1Institute for Geo-Resources and Environment, AIST

Multi-layer formations composed of alternating sandy, high-permeable layer and muddy, low-permeable layer are expected
to trap CO2 due to dissolution and residual gas mechanism. In general, anisotropic permeability is allocated to sedimentary
formations, however, this anisotropy is possibly due to finer alternating structure and/or intrusion of sandstone channels into
mudstone in actual. Such difference of internal structure can affect on the long-term behavior of injected CO2. In this study,
we will present the results of the sensitivity analysis of internal structure and rock properties on the long-term behavior of CO2

injected into multi-layer formations.
We constructed a two-dimensional radial model with 20 km width and 1.4 km depth for the simulation. Submarine conditions

of 10℃ and 2.0 MPa are assumed for the top boundary. The topmost 300-meter region is composed of the unconsolidated sedi-
ment, and the alternating layers of 120-meter sandy formation and muddy formation underlie it. The lowermost 100-meter region
is assumed to be the basement. Each sandy formation has vertical/horizontal permeability of 10/100 mD. We investigated two
cases of permeability of muddy formation, that is, 1/10 mD and 0.1/1 mD. We represented these 120-meter-thick formations by
i) homogeneous porous model as a base case, ”finer multi-layer model” composed of alternating sandstone layers and mudstone
layers which have isotropic permeabilities and thickness of ii) 30-meter and iii) 10-meter, and iv) 120-meter ”MINC” double-
porosity model with impermeable matrix and sandstone channels. For ”finer multi-layer model”, we defined permeabilities of
sandstone layers and mudstone layers in such a way that their harmonic and arithmetic averages were equivalent to vertical and
horizontal permeabilities of sandy/muddy formation, respectively.

Capillary pressure was represented by van Genuchten type, and the threshold pressure (Pth) was given as a function of ver-
tical permeability (kz) obtained from experiments using either sintered compacts or rocks. We also assumed two cases for the
presence of hysteresis of relative permeability for sandstone. Except for hysteresis, models of relative permeability for water
and CO2 were assumed to be common to all formations. They are represented by functions of van Genuchten type and Corey
type, respectively. CO2 is injected into a sandy formation at a depth from 940 m to 1,060 m at a rate of 1 Mt/year. The injection
interval is 50 years.

Using this model, we conducted 32 cases of numerical simulations on the long-term behavior of CO2 for the injection period
and 1000 years of shut-in. Simulations are carried out using the ”STAR” reservoir simulation code with the ”SQSCO2” equation
of state.

Simulated results of the cases where kz of muddy formation was 1 mD and Pth was defined by experimental results of rocks
showed that i) CO2 migrated upward to a depth of 640 m by 1000 years after shut-in with the 120-meter porous model, however,
ii) its upward migration was restricted with the ”finer multi-layer model” due to enhancement of multi-layer trapping. On the
other hand, iii) presence of sandstone channels with high permeability and low capillary pressure allowed buoyant migration of
during shut-in period. However, presence of liquified phase between depths from 360 m to 700 m slowed down CO2 upward
migration to a depth of 120 m by 1000 years after. These results indicate that internal structures significantly affect long-term
behavior of CO2, even if their 120-meter-average permeabilities are equivalent.

Additionally, upward migration of CO2 significantly restricted with Pth defined by experimental results of sintered compacts,
and effects of relative permeability hysteresis are relatively limited in this study, especially for ”finer multi-layer model”.

This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI).

Keywords: geological CO2 storage, saline aquifer, multi layers, anisotropy, numerical simulations
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Prediction of the fingering CO2 flow in homogeneous and porous sandstone

KITAMURA, Keigo1∗ ; CHRISTENSEN, Kenneth T.2 ; NISHIZAWA, Osamu3 ; ITO, Takuma3 ; FINLEY, Robert J.4

1WPI-I2CNER, Kyushu University,2University of Notre Dame,3Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth,
4Illinois state Geological Survey

CO2 flow mechanisms in porous geological materials are essential to understanding CO2 behavior in CCS reservoirs. Recently,
computer simulations based on Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) illustrated characteristic fingering-flow patterns associated
with invading CO2 displacing the resident brine in porous materials. These studies also indicated that these fingering flow
patterns are strongly controlled by transport properties (e.g., capillary number,Ca,; and viscosity ratio,M ). On the other
hand, injected CO2 behavior in the reservoir is monitored by geophysical and geo-mechanical parameters. In particular, seismic
survey is the most useful for CO2 monitoring. Unfortunately, we have only a little knowledge about the relationships between
mechanisms of two-phase flow in the porous rock and measurable physical properties. In this study, we conducted theV p and
strain measurements to elucidate the relationship between transport properties and geophysical properties by using Mt. Simon
sandstone (porosity:φ=26.4). The Mt. Simon sandstone has a high absolute permeability (105 mD) and a unimodal pore-size
distribution (peak size: 23µm). We set threeV p-measurement lines and two strain gages (vertical and horizontal) at the center of
core. We observed changes in flow rate, volumetric strain and the differential pressure between the two pumps during the drainage
and imbibition processes. In the drainage stage, CO2 is injected at a constant rate into the sample upto 2.17 PV (1PV=95.1 ml)
for 429 min. During this stage, differential pore pressure increased slowly from 0.1 MPa to 0.12 MPa. The upward flow rate
is constant at 0.5 ml/min during drainage, which corresponds to the flow velocity 1.6x10−5 m/s. All theV p-measurement lines
indicate simultaneous small velocity reductions (<2%), after 2.17PV CO2 injection, lower than the values reported in previous
studies. Some previous studies reported over 10 %V p-reduction in drainage. In contrast, the strain data indicate expansions
of over 2000µε and 1400µε, at the up- and down-stream side of the flow, respectively. The amounts of the strain are consistent
with previous studies. Since the changes inV p should be directly related to the changes in CO2-saturation around the P-wave
propagation paths. These results suggest a possibility that there are no large saturation of CO2 However, strain data indicate
the existence of injected CO2 in pore-space. Thus, we presume that the CO2 makes a channel out of the Fresnel zones of all
V p-measurements lines. We also estimate the Ca based on flow rate data and viscosity ratio of CO2 and water. Our estimatedCa

is low (2 x10−8). From these transport properties, it is clear that the flow within the porous rock resides in the capillary fingering
domain. This estimation based on fluid mechanical analysis is supported by direct flow monitoring experiments with X-ray CT
scanner. These studies illustrated the change of flow pattern of the non-wetting phase (CO2). In the case of low flow rate, CO2
makes a few thin paths through the porous rock. Together, these results suggest the potential for petro-physical properties to infer
the characteristics of the heterogeneous two-phase flow in porous rock.

Keywords: two-phase flow, porous sandstone, Capillary number, fingering flow, P wave velocity, Carbon Capture and Storage
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Effective confining stress-dependence of hydraulic properties of mudstones under condi-
tions of geological storage of CO2

FUJII, Takashi1∗ ; UEHARA, Shin-ichi2 ; SORAI, Masao1

1National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology,2Department of Environmental Science, Facurity of Science,
Toho University

For implementation of the carbon dioxide (CO2) capture and storage, during CO2 injection process, overpressure within tar-
geted reservoirs might occur because of changes in stress related to the CO2 pressure, which could lead to deformation of the
surrounding rocks, including caprocks which are geological formations with low permeability overlying a CO2 storage reser-
voir. The understanding for impact of effective pressure (i.e., the difference between confining pressure and pore pressure) on
hydraulic parameters (i.e., threshold pressure and permeability) of such caprocks has a critical role in the safe implementation
of CO2 geological sequestration. The purpose of this study was to examine the hydraulic properties of mudstones, which were
taken from Otadai (OTD), Ohara (OHR), and Namihana (NMH) formations of Kazusa group, depending on effective pressure
at 40⁰ C and effective pressures of the range from 1-20 MPa. Change in porosity as a function of effective pressure was also
investigated in order to infer the critical pressure, which provided an insight into the relationship between threshold pressure and
permeability. Our results demonstrated that with increasing effective pressure, OHR mudstone exhibited a steeply decreasing
trend in permeability at around 5 MPa, whereas OTD and NMH mudstones exhibited a monotonous decrease. All data of thresh-
old pressure as a function of effective pressure exhibited linear correlation with permeability data on a log-log scale, except for
the OTD and OHR mudstones at below the inferred critical pressure. It was suggested that the relationship between threshold
pressure and permeability depends strongly on changes in pore structures as a function of effective pressure for each mudstone
tested.

The present results pointed out that the presence of microfractures could be critical in characterizing the hydraulic parame-
ters of mudstones, and mudstones with crack-like pores and/or microfractures such as the OTD and OHR mudstones might be
significantly more susceptible to decreasing threshold pressure compared with fracture-less structures under below the critical
pressure condition. However, considering CO2 injection process which means that CO2 is injected into the targeted reservoirs
within normal stress states, all the obtained data above the critical pressure could be explained fully by the linear correlation
between threshold pressure and permeability, even if the mudstones incorporated micofractures.

Keywords: threshold pressure, permeability, mudstone, effective pressure, CO2 geological storage
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Quantitative interpretation of experimentally-observed poroelastic behavior of Berea sand-
stone in two-phase fluid system

GOTO, Hiroki1∗ ; AICHI, Masaatsu1 ; TOKUNAGA, Tomochika1 ; YAMAMOTO, Hajime2 ; OGAWA, Toyokazu3 ;
AOKI, Tomoyuki2

1University of Tokyo,2Technology Center, Taisei Corporation,3(Former) Technology Center, Taisei Corporation

Deformation behavior of rocks associated with geological sequestration of carbon dioxide has been studied based on coupled
processes of two-phase fluid flow and deformation of porous media (e.g., Rutqvist et al., 2010). However, it is not easy to inter-
pret the deformation behavior because of its complexity, such as heterogeneity of rock masses. Laboratory experiment can be
helpful in understanding the physical processes, and it will be useful for the interpretation of deformation behavior of rock masses
in situ. Recently, Goto et al. (2014) observed the poroelastic behavior of Berea sandstone under two-phase fluid flow condition
through laboratory experiments, and reproduced the experimental results by numerical simulation. In this presentation, we will
interpret the experimental results obtained by Goto et al. (2014) through numerical simulations, and future subjects which are
necessary for further understanding of the studied behavior will be clarified.

References
Goto, H., M. Aichi, T. Tokunaga, H. Yamamoto, T. Ogawa, and T. Aoki (2014), Quantitative study on experimentally observed

poroelastic behavior of Berea sandstone in two-phase fluid system, J. Geophys. Res. Solid Earth, 119(8), 6211-6228.
Rutqvist, J., D. W. Vasco, and L. Myer (2010), Coupled reservoir-geomechanical analysis of CO2 injection and ground defor-

mations at In Salah, Algeria, Int. J. Greenhouse Gas Control, 4(2), 225-230.

Keywords: Geological sequestration of carbon dioxide, Poroelastic behavior, Two-phase fluid flow, Laboratory experiment
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Influence of reservoir conditions on CO2-brine behavior in natural sandstone: Insight
from lattice Boltzmann method

TSUJI, Takeshi1∗ ; JIANG, Fei1 ; CHRISTENSEN, Keneeth2

1I2CNER, Kyushu University,2University of Notre Dame

In CO2 geological storage, the behavior of CO2 inside a reservoir can be characterized as two-phase flow in a porous media
system. Microscopic two-phase fluid behavior in porous media is influenced by temperature, interfacial tension, pore structure,
and porous medium characteristics (e.g., wettability), which vary significantly from one reservoir to the next. Pore-scale in-
terfacial instabilities, such as snap-off and fingering phenomena, influence the stability, injectivity, mobility, and saturation of
CO2 within the reservoir. Therefore, understanding microscopic CO2 flow in porous media is crucial to estimating CO2 critical
reservoir-scale characteristics, including storage capacity, leakage risk, and storage efficiency. Here we calculated fluid displace-
ments within 3D pore spaces of Berea sandstone using two-phase lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulation, in order to characterize the
influence of reservoir conditions upon multiphase flow. We classified the two-phase flow behavior that occurred under various
conditions into three typical fluid displacement patterns on the diagram of capillary number (Ca) and viscosity ratio of the two
fluids (M). We then characterized dynamic pore-filling events (i.e., Haines jumps) from the fluid pressure variation. The results
revealed the onset of capillary fingering in natural rock at a higher Ca than previously reported for homogeneous porous media,
with the crossover region between typical displacement patterns much broader than in a homogeneous granular model. These
differences between two-phase flow in natural rock and in a homogeneous porous structure could be the result of the heterogene-
ity of the natural rock. Capillary fingering at higher Ca indicates that the dominant fluid displacement mechanism in most parts
of the reservoir is likely capillary fingering. The simulation results reveal the influence of reservoir conditions on saturation of
the CO2. Therefore, we have clarified suitable conditions for CO2 storage.

Keywords: Multiphase flow, 3D digital rock, Lattice Boltzmann simulation, Displacement patterns, Heterogeneity
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Moving toward Commercialization of CO2 Storage in Japan

MATSUOKA, Toshifumi1∗

1Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University

The IPCC published a special report on Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage(CCS) in 2005, stating that CCS is one of the
promising options for mitigating carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere. Among several CO2 storage options, storing
CO2 in saline aquifers is the most promising because of the large storage potential, estimated at from about 2,000 Gt CO2 to more
than 10,000 Gt CO2. Some CCS technologies are already in practical use in several countries and are economically viable. Close
attention has been paid recently to deep saline aquifer storage, which is expected to have a large storage potential of about 2,000
Gt CO2 throughout the world. First of all this presentation describes current global trends of CCS technology development and
national policies. Then this presentation focuses on the mechanisms of deep saline aquifer CO2 storage. In deep saline aquifer
storage, chemical reactions in the water-rock-CO2 system play important roles for trapping CO2 in the aquifer formation, as well
as physical trapping by overburden impermeable cap rocks and residual gas trapping mechanisms. The presentation will also
stress the importance of the long-term monitoring of the storage aquifer because CO2 would be trapped stably in the formation
for a long time. It is thus important to develop effective monitoring techniques for the behavior of CO2 in the aquifer. Physical
as well as chemical monitoring techniques should be used for storage aquifer monitoring. Finally the presentation conclude with
discussions about storage potential in Japan and some important issues related to deep saline aquifers. Deep saline formations
are distributed widely in Japan, and have the potential for the geological storage of 146 Gt of CO2. It is therefore economically
feasible to use deep saline formations near large emission sources such as coal-fired power plants and integrated steel works. To
realize CCS in Japan, it is important to make further advances in studies on the basic physical and chemical trapping mechanisms
of water-rock-CO2 system, and in studies on the geological characteristics of aquifer formations.

Keywords: CO2, CCS, monitoring, trapping mechanisms, storage potential, commercialization
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Geomechanical modelling for CO2 geological storage: insights from natural analogue re-
search

LEI, Xinglin1∗ ; FUNATSU, Takahiro1 ; OKUYAMA, Yasuko1 ; NAKAO, Shinsuke1

1National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology(AIST)

When CO2 gas is pressure-injected into an underground reservoir for geological storage, the pore pressure underground in-
creases, and the stress distribution underground may change. Stress redistribution within and surrounding the reservoir and
caprock system my lead to geophysical changes, microseismicity, fault reactivation, and may even trigger large earthquakes. For
example, at a gas field in In Salah, Algeria, where CO2 is pressure-injected to enhance natural gas production, synthetic-aperture
radar observations from a satellite have indicated a ground uplift rate of about 1 cm/year around the CO2 pressure injection
wells, along with a similar amount of subsidence around the gas production wells. In some gas fields in the Sichuan Basin,
China, following injection of unwanted water into depleted gas reservoirs, a number of seismic sequences have been observed
with sizable earthquakes ranging up to M5.

Indeed, geophysical changes and microseismicity are useful in the monitoring and management required during and after a
large-scale injection project. However, the risks related to fluid leakage and earthquakes that can be felt may give rise to strong
social impacts. The issue of noticeable or damage-causing earthquakes induced by artificial operations is controversial, and has
been the cause of delays and threatened cancellation of some projections such as the EGS (Enhance Geothermal System) project
at Basel. To carry out geological CO2 storage safely and for this technology to be accepted not only by the inhabitants around
the storage sites, but also by the society as a whole, technological developments that address such public concerns is essential.
In addition, there is a strong desire to be able to control or predict the occurrence of damaging earthquakes. In these regards,
geophysical/geomechanical modelling is key in site selection, injection operation, and post injection management.

In geological CO2 storage, it is important to clarify the mechanisms and geomechanical conditions of worst-case events, such
as damaging earthquakes and reservoir leakage, so that they can either be avoided or mitigated. It is most desirable to use an
actual CO2 geological storage site in which such events have actually occurred and have been well monitored. However, many
pilot projects are sited in places with good conditions for safely pressing CO2 into the reservoir. Thus it is valuable to carry
out ”natural analogue research”, analysing similar phenomena caused by the activity of a natural CO2-quality fluid to examining
the modelling technology. In the Matsushiro area, a series of more than 700,000 earthquakes occurred over a 2-year period
(1965-1967). This swarm, termed the Matsushiro swarm, resulted in ground surface deformations (uplifts as large as 75 cm),
cracking of the topsoil, enhanced spring outflows with changes in chemical compositions, and CO2 degassing. Ten million tons
of CO2-rich saltwater seeped was estimated to have seeped out from underground along the cracks. Thus the Matsushiro swarm
is believed to have been triggered and driven by high pressure CO2-rich fluid from deep sources. Data observed during the
Matsushiro swarm can therefore be used as a natural analogue for examining the geomechanical modelling technology based
numerical simulation using the coupled THM (heat transferring, fluid flow, rock mechanics) analysis. Here, we make a brief
review of studies on the Matsushiro fluid-driven earthquake swarm based on TOUGH-FLAC approach.

Acknowledgements.This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI).

Keywords: CCS, Geomechanical modelling, Fault, Matsushiro seismic swarm, Deep fluid
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On the Passive Geophysical Monitoring Research for CO2 Geological Storage at AIST

NISHI, Yuji1∗ ; SUGIHARA, Mituhiko1 ; ISHIDO, Tsuneo1 ; SOMA, Nobukazu1

1AIST

An appropriate monitoring program is indispensable for an individual geological carbon sequestration project to detecting
subsurface changes within the reservoir, to provide for potential risk such as CO2 leakage through the caprock, and to improve
the predictive capability of reservoir simulation. Time-lapse seismic method is mainly used to monitor subsurface CO2 plume
and have demonstrated its capability to detect temporal and spacial changes of CO2 plume in many geological storage site as
Sleipner.

However, relatively high cost of time-lapse seismic requires some another monitoring choice, especially for sub-seabed storage
typical in Japan. AIST have studied passive geophysical monitoring method to reduce the repetition of the seismic sounding,
especially in post-injection period.

In order to investigate the feasibility of passive geophysical monitoring methods for CO2 geoloical storage, we carried out
reservoir simulations of CO2 geological storage, and calculated the temporal changes in geophysical observables caused by
subsurface changes due to CO2 injection. We also carried out high-resolution gravity, self-potential and AE(passive seismic)
monitoring in Farnsworth test site in USA, where large-scale field testing injecting of CO2 is carried out by the Southwest
Partnership on Carbon Sequestration (SWP). From 2014, we started baseline monitoring of gravity and SP in Tomakomai, where
the first demonstration test will be planed from FY2016.

Acknowledgement
This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). Funding for the Farnsworth

project is provided by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) through the
Southwest Partnership on Carbon Sequestration (SWP) under Award No. DE-FC26-05NT42591. He authors also thanks to
Chaparral Energy, University of Utah, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Japan CCS, Tomakomai city for their
support for our monitoring.
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The Micro seismic and well pressure monitoring system installation for Tomakoami CCS
demonstration project

TSUCHIYA, Makoto1 ; TANAKA, Tomoyuki1 ; HIGASHINAKA, Motonori2∗ ; TSUKAHARA, Hitoshi2 ;
KURIHARA, Tomokazu2 ; ITO, Kunihiro2 ; ABE, Susumu2 ; MACNTYRE, Jarra3 ; SUE, Hiromi3 ;
AOKI, Yoshiyuki3

1Japan CCS Co., Ltd.,2JGI, Inc.,3PrimeCast Co.,Ltd.

As a part of ”the large-scale CCS demonstration project at the Tomakomai area”, METI plans the micro-seismic monitoring
and wellbore pressure/temperature continuous measurement, These monitoring data will be used in order to find out the distribu-
tion of CO2 plume in the reservoir and to assess relations between micro-seismic activities and CO2 injection. The installation
of the measurement system has completed in the end of January 2015 and the baseline observation has been just started.

The monitoring measurement system consists of an ocean bottom seismic cable, four ocean bottom seismometers, a land seis-
mic observation station, seismic sensors in three observation wells, wellbore pressure/temperature sensors and three DTSs(distributed
temperature Sensor) in each well.

Observed Data, excludes three OBS data, are gatherd to the JCCS Tomakomai Office at almost the same time. The monitoring
data management system, which has been developed, will be able to check anomalies of the collected data immediately. If any
seismic event is detected, hypocenter will be determined automatically.

This paper reports the overview of the monitoring data management system

Keywords: CO2 storage, CCS, monitoring
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Geochemical monitoring of CO2 underground and an evaluation technique of geochemi-
cal features

MITO, Saeko1∗ ; XUE, Ziqiu1

1RITE

Mechanism of carbon dioxide (CO2) geological storage is similar to accumulation of oil and natural gas deep underground (gas
trapping). Additionally CO2 dissolves into water in the reservoir (solubility trapping). A part of dissolved CO2 precipitates as
carbonate minerals (mineral trapping). Geochemical trapping such as solubility and mineral trapping prevent upward migration
of CO2 by eliminating its buoyancy. Amounts of solubility and mineral trapping strongly depend on storage sites. Timing of
mineral trapping is still unclear. In this study, we present an evaluation technique of geochemical features at a CO2 geological
storage site, the Nagaoka site for an example. We collected core and water samples from the injection well before CO2 injection.
After cessation of CO2 injection, formation water was collected twice from the observation well by Cased-hole Dynamics Tester
(CHDT, Schlumberger). Monitoring results showed that solubility trapping occurred around CO2 bearing layer and a condition
of CaCO3 precipitation was prepared below the layer. Laboratory experiments indicated that Ca containing silicate such as pla-
gioclase provide Ca to precipitate with dissolved CO2. A preliminarily result of reactive transport modeling showed solubility
trapping was the dominant mechanism for CO2 trapping and mineral trapping increased with time at the Nagaoka site. Details
of an evaluation technique of geochemical features will be presented at the session.
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A method for assessing the impacts of leaked CO2 on the marine environment

UCHIMOTO, Keisuke1∗ ; MATSUMURA, Yoshimasa2 ; KITA, Jun1 ; WATANABE, Yuji 1

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth,2Institute of Low Temperature Science Hokkaido University

Carbon dioxide (CO2) capture and storage (CCS) is promising technology that mitigates the global warming. Captured CO2

from industrial processes is transported to a reservoir in the deep geological formations. Storage sites are selected so deliberately
that CO2 is believed to be stably stored in the reservoir. However, in case of a worst-case scenario, we should assess the impacts
of leakage. In Japan, CO2 will be stored under the seabed, so that CO2 would leak out into the sea if unexpected leakage should
occur. Therefore, we should assess the potential impacts on the marine environment. In this talk, we will introduce a method of
the assessment that we have been developing. The method consists of two tools; a numerical model and a database of marine
biological impacts. A numerical model predicts dispersion, i.e. distribution and concentration, of leaked CO2 in the sea. Since
leaked CO2 is advected and diffused by ocean flow, the model should properly represent flow, temperature, and salinity fields
in the sea. In addition, seasonal variation in the sea could be important for the simulation. Stratification in the sea strengthens
in summer and weakens in winter, so that leaked CO2 would be more likely to be mixed vertically in winter than in summer.
We have been developing an ocean model for simulating leaked CO2, taking consideration of those factors above. The model
is based on a non-hydrostatic ocean model, calledkinaco, developed by Matsumura and Hasumi (2008). In general, numerical
cost of a non-hydrostatic model is very expensive. Inkinaco, numerical cost is improved greatly, which enables a simulation in a
relatively large area and of a relatively long period, as a simulation with a non-hydrostatic model. With this model, we conducted
a numerical simulation in a gulf-like topography. A passive tracer, which is regarded as TCO2 (total dissolved inorganic carbon)
originating from leaked CO2, is injected near the bottom. In order to represent seasonal variation, sea surface temperature (SST)
is restored to temporally variable temperature from observational data, and temperature and salinity on a lateral boundary are also
restored to observational data. Wind velocity data given at the sea surface, which are converted to wind stress in the model and
drive the model ocean, are daily mean observational data. In order to access the potential impacts of leaked CO2 on the marine
organisms, we make use of a database of marine biological impacts of CO2 concentration that RITE has been compiling. The
biological impacts of CO2 in the ocean are referred to not TCO2 but partial pressure of CO2 (pCO2), and so the calculated TCO2
in the simulation should be converted to pCO2. With the resulting pCO2 values and the database, we can estimate the potential
area where marine organisms might be impacted.

Keywords: marine environmental impacts, Carbon dioxide Capture and Storage, numerical model, database of marine biological
impacts
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Wellbore integrity assessment of CO2 sequestration site from the geochemical reaction
using well composite samples

NAKANO, Kazuhiko1∗ ; MITO, Saeko1 ; XUE, Ziqiu1

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology of the Earth

We studied to the geochemical interaction between CO2, well cement and sandstones for the long-term wellbore integrity in
a CO2 sequestration. To simulate the wellbore system, we prepared well composite samples consisting of steel casing, Portland
cement (API ClassA), and sandstone. Using the samples, batch experiments were conducted at 50℃ and 10 MPa of CO2 pres-
sure corresponding roughly 1 km below the ground surface. The well composite samples were exposed to the CO2 saturated
brine and the supercritical CO2 and for 56 days.

After the reaction with CO2, cement alteration zone were clearly observed along the cement-sandstone interface under CO2

saturated brine condition and wet-CO2 condition. The cement alteration zone was visibly divided into two layers; one is an
orange-colored layer (carbonation zone) in the outer cement, and another is white-colored layer in the inner cement. The carbon-
ation depth under wet-CO2 condition was larger than that under CO2-saturated brine condition. However, the carbonation depth
was a few millimeters and inner part of cement did not altered within 56 days of the reaction. Based on the results the predicted
30 years carbonation depth evaluated by a logarithmic approximation was estimated at 4.5 mm for wet-CO2 condition and 0.76
mm for CO2-saturated brine condition, respectively. The Ca concentration in the carbonation zone increased 13% in comparison
to that in the unaltered cement zone while the Mg, Si, and S concentrations decreased significantly. The predominant crystalline
phases in the carbonation zone were CaCO3 (calcite, aragonite, and vaterite). On the other hand, focusing on the sandstone side,
it was observed that small points rich in Ca distributed in the pore spaces of the sandstone. This suggests that the precipitation of
calcium carbonate is as result of Ca2+ diffusion out of the cement coupled with inward diffusion of carbonate ion. The formation
of CaCO3 reduces cement permeability and increases its compressive strength. These results indicate that the formation of fine
carbonate provides an effective barrier to further CO2 attack.

Keywords: CCS, well integrity, cement, carbonation
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Preliminary simulation for the behavior of aqueous solution of carbon dioxide in aban-
doned coal mine

HORIE, Yuri1 ; AICHI, Masaatsu2∗

1Faculty of Engineering, The University of Tokyo,2Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, The University of Tokyo

In order to realize the scenario by the Ministry of the Environment to reduce 80% GHG emissions by 2050, even minor cor-
porations which emit less than 108 kg-CO2/year will have to implement CO2 capture and storage. Therefore it is necessary to
develop and prepare various ways of CO2 storage to be adaptive to various geological conditions.

We conducted preliminary simulation for the behavior of aqueous solution of CO2 injected by CMS (Carbon Dioxide Micro
Bubble Storage) project. We particularly examine the case applying CMS to abandoned coal mine because the geological condi-
tion has been well investigated and relatively high porosity is expected around the past panels.For a case study, we developed a
model for Shimizusawa coal mine in Yubari city, Hokkaido, Japan.

The simulated results from the standard model based on the range of existing data and practical injection rate showed that
the aqueous solution of CO2 was stored in the past panels. Even if we assumed the upper formations were as permeable as
sandstones, aqueous solution of CO2 was stored in the past panels. These results suggest the stability of CO2 storage by the
form of aqueous solution. On the other hand, if we assumed the thinner panels, aqueous solution of CO2 did not spread well and
aqueous solution of CO2 reached the inclined access shaft. This result suggests that aqueous solution of CO2 possibly flows to
permeable pass preferentially to surface if the balance of reservoir condition and injection rate is not appropriate.

These results are expected to contribute to the design of CMS project or evaluation of solubility trapping.

Keywords: CO2 geological storage, CMS, aqueous solution of CO2, numerical simulation, abandoned coal mine
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Carbonate reaction experiments in hot springs as a natural analogue field of CO2 geolog-
ical sequestration

SORAI, Masao1∗ ; SASAKI, Munetake1

1National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology

Carbon dioxide geological sequestration (CGS) into aquifer formations involves various geochemical processes starting from
dissolution of injected CO2 in underground waters. Among such processes, the reaction of carbonates is most important from
both perspectives of storage potentials and leakage risks. However, there have remained many uncertainties on its kinetics under
conditions of CGS. On this subject, we applied the approach to measure reaction rates in a condition cloth to CGS. The approach
has two important concepts. First, we focus on carbonated or bicarbonated springs as a reaction field because they are exactly
regarded as a natural analogue of CGS. Another point is that seed crystals are introduced into spring waters artificially, thereby
allowing us to get highly reliable reaction rates in a short time.

The experiment was performed at the Utoro hot spring in Hokkaido, Japan. In this site, the spring water from a well was stored
once in a tank, and then it was flew down through a pipe 50 meters long. The CO2 is degassed during the drainage, which causes
the degree of supersaturation with respect to carbonates to be progressively higher downstream. We set the tank interior, and the
middle and lower end of a pipe, as observation points. For each point, cleaved samples of major carbonate species, calcite and
aragonite (CaCO3), dolomite (CaMg(CO3)2), and magnesite (MgCO3), were dipped into the water over a period up to 24 hours.
Then, the sample was taken out one by one at predetermined time. Present experiments included additional reactions adding
respectively the CO2 gas and magnesium chloride to the spring water within a tank, along with reactions in the untouched spring
water.

Reaction rate was estimated from measurements of the height level difference between original and reacted surfaces by using
a phase-shift interferometer and a laser microscope. The result showed that the reaction rates of carbonates change sensitively to
the change of the water composition. Specifically, the calcite reaction rate in nature was much lower than that calculated from
the empirical equation, which was compiled based on laboratory experiments. This is possibly because the current equation
includes no inhibitor effect of dissolved ions (mainly magnesium ions) and uses unrealistic function form with respect to the
saturation-state dependency. We also found that although dolomite generally indicated the highest degree of supersaturation, its
growth rate was significantly lower than that of calcite and aragonite. This suggests that judging the possibility of any carbonate
precipitation only from its degree of supersaturation would mislead a prediction of long-term behavior of injected CO2.

This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI).

Keywords: CO2 geological sequestration, natural analogue, carbonate, reaction rate, mineral trapping, hot spring
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current trends and challenges in monitoring of injected CO2 in saline aquifer storage

XUE, Ziqiu1∗

1Research International of Innovative Technology for the Earth (RITE),2Kyushu University, International Institute for Carbon-
Neutral Energy Research (I2CNER)

A major challenge in geological sequestration is to map the movement of CO2 in the subsurface and to demonstrate that
the CO2 is safely contained within the reservoir. When CO2 is injected into an aquifer, the existing formation water in pore
spaces of the reservoir rock will be partially displaced by the CO2. This process will change the compressibility and density of
the reservoir rock. These changes will in turn affect propagation characteristics of seismic waves. Recent research shows that
seismic methods are among the most promising monitoring methods. Time-lapse 2D/3D seismic survey has been widely used
in CO2-EOR fields, particular in North America. Achievements in CO2-EOR strongly suggest effectiveness of seismic survey
in monitoring CO2 migration in an aquifer. Other technologies such as well-based monitoring (VSP, logging, crosswell seismic
and EM tomography) are also useful in monitoring the injected CO2 around the wells with high resolution compared to seismic
survey.

Several key questions need to be answered when CO2 geological storage is to be undertaken worldwide. How should CO2
be stored underground? Can trapping be assumed in saline formations and can CO2 be retained for long periods safely in
the subsurface? This presentation will give a review on CO2 monitoring carrying out at the injection sites particular in North
America and also provide information on what kind of technology works well and what did not work. Pilot and demonstration
CO2 injection projects provide unique data to develop economically viable, environmentally effective options for reducing carbon
emissions in the near future.

Keywords: carbon dioxide, saline aquifer, well logging, seismic survey, trap mechanism, monitoring
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Prediction of changes in geophysical observables associated with CO2 migration through
vertical faults

ISHIDO, Tsuneo1∗ ; SUGIHARA, Mituhiko1 ; SOMA, Nobukazu1 ; NISHI, Yuji1

1AIST

To appraise the utility of geophysical measurements in detecting potential CO2 migration through vertical faults, we carried
out numerical simulations based on a hypothetical aquifer model and calculate changes in geophysical observables caused by
changing underground conditions as computed by the reservoir simulation.

Considering that frequent repetition of reflection surveys, especially 3D surveys, seems to be unrealistic due to its high cost,
continuous gravity measurements using superconducting gravimeters are quite promising for lowering monitoring costs by com-
plementing standard time-lapse reflection surveys.

Useful geophysical techniques depend on characteristics of each injection site. We need further studies of various techniques
including surface deformation, self-potential and electromagnetic measurements suitable for injection sites under various geo-
logical conditions.

Acknowledgement: This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI).

Keywords: reservoir simulation, geophysical monitoring, potential risk, CO2 geological storage
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Risk Assessment of Microbial Associated CO2 Geological Storage and CH4 Production

TANAKA, Atsuko1∗ ; SAKAMOTO, Yasuhide1 ; MAYUMI, Daisuke1 ; HIGASHINO, Haruyuki1 ; SAKATA, Susumu1 ;
NAKAO, Shinsuke1

1AIST

Among in-situ microbes within depleted oil-gas reservoir, there are special species those produce much more methane gas in
CO2 rich environment than in CO2 poor environment. CO2 acts as a catalyst in the reaction. If we maintain preferable conditions
for methanogenesis archaea during geological CCS, we will be able to abate greenhouse gas emission and produce natural gas as
one of natural energy resources at the same time.

We named the technological concept as ’Microbial associated Geological CCS’. In Microbial associated Geological CCS, CO2
will be injected from a well for two purposes: to abate greenhouse gas emission and to cultivate methanogenic geo-microbes.
CH4 gas will be produced later using other wells. The procedure is similar to the Enhanced Oil/Gas Recovery (EOR/EGR)
operation, but in Microbial associated Geological CCS, the target is production of methane out of depleted oil/gas reservoir
during CO2 abatement.

When we consider feasibility of Microbial associated Geological CCS technology concept, the most essential information
is CH4 produce potential. To estimate production rate, we set a developed a basic geological model of Microbial associated
Geological CCS process on CHEM-TOUGH simulator, and implemented microbial activities and CCS process into it. For
mineralogical composition of rock matrix and formation water in depleted reservoir, we applied measured value in Nagaoka and
Yabase. We assumed a fluid flow model; residual oil is a part of matrix and it will not move; fluid will flow in the rest, 0.1 real
pore space. Then we obtained preliminary results of CH4 production and other masses’ distributions (2).

We analyzed accident statistics of ground surface industrial facilities and oil/gas wells especially accidental leakage of CO2
and methane leak. We estimated distribution of accident probabilities and accidental leak volume for 105 ton/year CO2 injection.
These accidental leak scenarios were offered for environmental impact studies. As regard with risks of produced methane gas,
it will vary on the quantities of the production from the well. Timescale of biological methanogenesis is different from that of
CO2 injection rate. To assist basic site evaluation and help understanding of Microbial associated Geological CCS technology
concept, we are preparing a prototype of Bio-CCS site evaluation system.

Keywords: CCS, microbial, peripheral risk, methan production, environmental impact
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Current Status of CCS in the World

TANAKA, Ryozo1∗

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth (RITE)

CCS is a promising technology to mitigate the global warming. The low-carbon technology, according to an analysis by the
International Energy Agency (IEA), is required to contribute to 14% of the global CO2 emissions reduction by 2050 necessary
to achieve the internationally-agreed goal of limiting the rise of the average global temperature to 2 degree C. There have been
more than 10 commercial-scale CCS projects, including the world first CCS project in the power sector that became operational
in Canada in autumn 2014, and there have also been around 10 projects under construction. The progress of CCS deployment
is, however, far behind the anticipated trajectory. This is mainly because there is lack of business case. This is underpinned by
a fact that most of the projects under operation and construction are in combination with enhanced oil recovery (EOR) by using
anthropogenic CO2, which contributes to making them feasible commercially. The situation draws wider attention to policies
and regulations to incentivize or mandate CCS implementation. Such policies and regulations have been in place mainly for
fossil fuel power plants in, for example, the USA, Canada and the UK. This presentation is to summarize the current status of
large-scale CCS projects and CCS incentive/ mandatory policies and regulations.
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Stress dependency of permeability through a single fracture in Neogene-Quaternary silt-
stone

NOGUCHI, Mami1∗ ; UEHARA, Shin-ichi2

1Department of Environmental system, Graduate School of Frontier Sciences, The University of Tokyo,2Department of Envi-
ronmental science, Faculty of Science,Toho University

In case that mudstone seal layers for carbon dioxide geological storage have some fractures, carbon dioxide can leak at the
fractures. Therefore, it is important to reveal condition which fracture of mudstone becomes a flow channel.

Uehara et al. [1] indicated that, when an effective pressure is increased, a fracture in mudstone was closed and it cannot
function as a under a certain effective pressure, which is related to yield conditions of the intact rock. However, in the case of
carbon dioxide geological storage, it is necessary to pay attention to a process of decompression of effective pressure, because
carbon dioxide is injected and pore pressure is increased. It is not clear how the fracture permeability develops at this process
of decompression under the depth for Neogene-Quaternary mudstone, which is one of the potential candidates of seal layers for
carbon dioxide geological storage in Japan.

The purpose of this study is to make clear how fracture permeability in mudstone changes at an effective pressure-decompression
process, and how the features depend on depth and yield condition of the rock. This study conducted water permeability tests
with two siltstones from the Kazusa Group, the Ohara Formation siltstone (OHR3) and the Kiwada Formation siltstone (KWD2),
which be different from the yield condition. A single fracture was made in these cylinder rock specimens by using a vice.
Permeability for each specimen was measured under several compression-and-decompression cycles of effective pressure with
increasing the maximum effective pressure (2∼21 MPa). These experiments were carried out three times for OHR3 and two
times for KWD2.

All results of experiments had two characteristic effective pressure cycles; a cycle at which differences in permeability be-
tween process of compression and decompression become clear, and a cycle at which the permeability becomes almost the same
as the permeability of the intact rock. This study calls the former cycle as ”the fracture yield starting cycle”, and the later as ”the
fracture closed cycle”. The maximum effective pressure of the fracture closed cycles are 5∼9 MPa for OHR3 and 17∼21 MPa
for KWD2, and the maximum effective pressure of the fracture yield starting cycles are 5 MPa for OHR3, and as well as 3∼9
MPa for KWD2. The fracture closed cycles almost equal the yield conditions of the intact rocks, which corresponds with the
previous study [1]. While, the fracture yield starting cycles tend to appear lower pressure conditions than the yield conditions of
the intact rocks. This is possibly because of the degree of matching between the opposite surfaces of the fracture. The stress on
contact area at the fracture is larger than the effective stress applied on the specimen. In summary, the fracture closed conditions
depend on the yield condition of rock, while the fracture yield starting conditions depend also on fracture condition.

Reference: [1] Uehara, S., Simamoto, T., Matsumoto, T., et al. (2011), Journal of MMIJ, Vol.127, 139-144.

Keywords: Fracture Permeability, Neogene Siltstone, Laboratory Permeability Test, Stress Dependency
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X-ray CT visualization technology for CO2-EOR laboratory test

PARK, Hyuck1∗ ; KIYAMA, Tamotsu1 ; NISHIZAWA, Osamu1 ; XUE, Ziqiu1 ; ZHANG, Yi1

1Research Institute of Innovative Technology for the Earth (RITE)

X-ray CT visualization technique has come to be actively utilized in the field of earth science not only medical and industrial
fields. With this technique, it is possible to monitor the fluid movement of the internal structure and confirmed in a pore of the
rock samples in a nondestructive manner. In particular, it is possible to quantitatively evaluate the physical properties such as
porosity and fluid saturation in the rock sample by analyzing the X-ray CT data. Such techniques are also used in research related
to oil development.

There are three main categories of EOR (Enhanced Oil Recovery); thermal recovery, gas injection and chemical injection. In
particular, CO2-EOR, one of the gas injection method is a technique which has attracted attention of many new markets among
EOR technology.

We developed an experimental system in which the CO2-EOR laboratory tests and X-ray CT visualization can be performed
simultaneously using a rock sample. The experimental system is intended to quantitatively evaluate whether there is an effect on
CO2-EOR for the rock sample. Berea sandstone (diameter: 35mm, length: 80mm) were used for this experiment. The experiment
was carried out under conditions that simulate the temperature and pressure of the underground; confining pressure 12MPa, pore
water pressure 10MPa and temperature 40℃. Injection of the fluid was controlled by a high-precision syringe pump. In addition,
specially designed high-pressure vessel to X-ray transparent was utilized for X-ray CT visualization. Porosity of the rock sample
determined by X-ray CT image was about 20.21%, which is consistent with the porosity obtained in the previous test by the
saturated immersion method. The sample has been saturated with KI aqueous solution, and then mixed with oil (KI-Oil mixed
state; oil saturation rate 58.50%). The CO2-EOR test was carried out until the CO2 injection reaches 2PV (pore volume), finally,
about 66.10% of the oil recovery rate was confirmed. Figure 1 shows a CT image when the CO2 injection amount reaches the
0.25PV.

In this study, the CO2-EOR laboratory test of porous sandstone and X-ray CT visualization were carried out to obtain the
porosity, fluid saturation and oil recovery rate. We report the experiment method and results in detail. This study is expected to
contribute to the development of CO2 injection methods for efficiency improvement of CO2-EOR (for example, micro-bubble
CO2-EOR).

Keywords: X-ray CT, CO2-EOR, visualization, image analysis, quantitative assessment
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Gravity monitoring at the Farnsworth CO2-EOR site, TX (2)

SUGIHARA, Mituhiko1∗ ; NAWA, Kazunari1 ; IKEDA, Hiroshi2 ; MIYAKAWA, Ayumu 1 ; SOMA, Nobukazu1 ;
ISHIDO, Tsuneo1 ; NISHI, Yuji1

1AIST, 2University of Tsukuba

We have been making continuous measurement using a superconducting gravimeter (SG) iGrav15 at the Farnsworth field, TX,
for the purpose of studying the effects of CO2 injection at an enhanced oil recovery site. In 2014 CO2 injection has started
near the observation site. Determining the drift rate of SG is very important to distinguish real gravity changes from time-
varying instrumental drift. Usually annual or semi-annual parallel measurements with an absolute gravimeter (AG) are made
for determining the drift rate of SG. The best method is parallel SG and SG measurements located in close proximity. In July
the second SG, iGrav17, was deployed by the iGrav15 and parallel measurement has been made for five months. Then iGrav17
was re-installed at the new site, which is about 600 m from the base station. Followings were observed: (1) the parallel SG and
SG measurements located in close proximity was very effective not only for determining time-varying instrumental drift but also
studying noise components, (2) regarding the instrumental drift a small gap was observed at the re-install, however, the drift rate
was converged to the former value in ten days.

This research is funded and supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI). Funding for this project is provided
by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) through the Southwest Partnership
on Carbon Sequestration (SWP) under Award No. DE-FC26-05NT42591
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